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Algebraic construction of contragradient 
quasi-Verma modules in positive characteristic 

Sergey Arkhipov 

§1. Introduction. 

The paper grew out of attempts to fill the gap in the proof of Propo
sition 3.7.1 (ii) in [Ar8]. Let us recall the setting there. Denote by UA 
the Lusztig version of the quantum group for the root data (Y, X, ... ) 
of the finite type (I,·) defined over the algebra A= Z[v, v-1] of Laurent 
polynomials in the variable v. Like in [L1] consider the specialization 
of UA in characteristic p. Namely let A~ be the quotient of A by the 
ideal generated by the p-th cyclotomic polynomial. Then A~/(v- 1) is 

isomorphic to the finite field IFp. Thus the algebraic closure Fp becomes 
a A-algebra. We set Uw := UA®AFp· Let g be the semisimple Lie 

p 

algebra corresponding to the above root data. It is known that the quo-
tient of the algebra Uw by certain central elements denoted by Uw (g) 

p p 

(see [L1], the precise statement is given below, in 5.4) is isomorphic 
to Uz(g)®Fp, where Uz(g) denotes the Kostant integral form for the 
universal enveloping algebra of g (see 3.1 for the definition of Uz(g)). 

Recall that an important step in [Ar8] consisted of constructing a 
certain complex of UA -modules liJJB_A (.A) for a regular dominant inte
gral weight .A called the contragradient quasi-BGG complex over UA. 
The modules in the complex are enumerated by the Weyl group in the 
standard Bruhat order and are called the contragradient quasi-Verma 
modules. This complex appears to be a quantum analogue of a certain 
classical object. 

Namely consider the Flag variety ~iF for the group Gw and the 
p p 

standard linear bundle .C(.A) on it. It is known that ~iF is stratified by 
p 

B-JF+ -orbits { Cw iF lw E W} called the Schubert cells. Here and below W 
p ' p 

denotes the Weyl group corresponding to the root data. Consider the 
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global Grothendieck-Cousin complex on ~iF with coefficients in .c(.X) 
p 

with respect to the stratification of the Flag variety by the Schubert 
cells. We obtain a complex 

Kjp (.X) = E9 E9 Ha..,..,0 ,rp (~Fp' .C.(.X)). 
m wEW,L(w)=m 

Note that by definition the longest element wo corresponds to the largest 
Schubert cell and the unit element e E W corresponds to the zero di
mensional Schubert cell in ~F . An easy observation shows that the 

p 

complex carries a natural action of Uw (g). 
p 

So our aim was to compare the complexes 

The main problem here is that the first complex is constructed in 
purely algebra-geometric terms while the second one is constructed al
gebraically "by hands". 

Thus the present paper is devoted to spelling out a construction of 
the complex Kif (.X) in purely algebraic terms. One of the two main 

p 

results of the paper (Theorem 3.5.6) provides an isomorphism between 

Hg w) _ ( ~F , .C. (.X)) and a suitably defined characteristic p version of 
ww0 ,Fp P 

the contragradient quasi-Verma module J[])MF (w ·.X). We also compare 
p 

the differentials in the complexes J[])Bj (.X) and Kif (.X). The second main 
p p 

result of the paper (Theorem 5.4.2) claims that the differentials in the 
complexes coincide. This means that the complex J[])Bj (.X) is isomor-

p 

phic to the global Grothendieck-Cousin complex on the flag variety with 
coefficients in .c( .X). 

Let us describe the structure of the paper. 
The second section can be thought of as a preparatory one. There we 

introduce the main objects of our study in characteristic 0. Namely for 
any element of the Weyl group w E W we define a semiregular bimodule 
Sw over the Lie algebra g. Using this bimodule we construct a kernel 
functor Sw : g -mod ----+ g -mod. Composing this functor with the 
functor Tw of twisting the g-action by adjunction with a certain lift of 
w E W to the group G we obtain the functor Sw : g -mod ----+ g -mod. 
It turns out that Sw possesses some nice properties. In particular it 
preserves the standard category C>(g) C g -mod. When restricted to the 
bounded derived category of the category C>(g) the derived functor of 
Sw becomes an autoequivalence. 
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We define the twisted Verma modules over g as the images of the 
usual Verma modules under the functor 8w. Among the twisted Verma 
modules we are mostly interested in the contragradient quasi- Verma 
modules defined as images of the antidominant Verma modules under 
8w. However the picture is quite simple in characteristic 0: we prove 
that the contragradient quasi- Verma modules coincide with the usual 
contragradient Verma modules. 

In the third section we show that the picture in characteristic p 
is much more complicated. We start the section with defining the left 
semiregular module Sw -JF over the hyperalgebra UiF (g). We show that 

, p p 

the uiF (g)-module sw iF is isomorphic to the top local cohomology space 
p , p 

H';d~mNw(GiF ,<9c- ). This makes SwiF a UiF (g)-bimodule. 
w,Fp p Fp , p p 

Again, like in characteristic 0, using this bimodule we construct 
a kernel functor Sw iF : UiF (g) -mod --+ UiF (g) -mod. After adding 

' p p p 

some w-twist ofthe uiF (g)-action we obtain the twisting functor ew iF : 
p , p 

UiF (g) -mod --+ UiF (g) -mod. We define the twisted Verma modules 
p p 

over UiF (g) as the images of the usual Verma modules over UiF (g) under 
p p 

the functor e -JF • Again we are mostly interested in the contragradi-w, p 

ent quasi- Verma modules being the images of the antidominant Verma 
modules over UiF (g) under the functor ew iF . For a regular dominant 

p , p 

integral weight >.we denote ew iF (MiF (wo ·.A)) by ]IJ)MiF (wwo ·.A). 
' p p p 

Our main result in the third section claims that ]IJ)MiF (ww0 · >.) is 
p 

isomorphic to the local cohomology space of the Flag variety 'BiF with 
p 

support in the Schubert cell corresponding to w and with coefficients in 
£(>.). 

This means in particular that the underlying UiF (g)-module of the 
p 

complex Kw (>.) can be written as follows: 
p 

Kwv(>.)=ffiKi,:(.A), Ki,:(>.)= E9 ]IJ)MiFv(w·>.). 
i(w)=m 

The fourth section is devoted to an algebraic construction of the 
differentials in Kw ( >.). We begin with the easiest case of the map 

p 

(see Theorem 4.2.1). We show that the above maps can be constructed 
starting from the differential in the Grothendieck-Cousin complex in the 
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SL(2) case using the induction functor Ind~::~:~)' Here Pi denotes the 

i-th standard parabolic subalgebra in g. 
The next case we treat is the one of a simple reflection. We construct 

"by hands" the component of the differential dw : ID>M(w · >.) ----+ 

ID>M(wsi ·>.),where i E I and l(wsi) = l(w)+1 (see Theorem 4.3.1). We 
show that the map dw can be obtained from the appropriate differential 
component in the previous case by applying the twisting functor e w iF . 

' p 

Finally we treat the general case of a component ID>MF (w · >.) ----+ 
p 

ID>MiF (w' · >.), where l(w') = l(w) + 1 and w' follows w in the Bruhat 
p . 

order on the Weyl group. Considering the contragradient dual com-
plex ID>Ki (>.)we prove essentially by a deformation argument that cer-

P 

tain chains of the differential components define canonical embeddings 
Mf ( w · >.) '---t Mf ( >.). Moreover for any pair of elements w, w' of 

p p 

the Weyl group such that w' follows w in the Bruhat order the sub-

module Im ((M,/w'· >.)) C M,P(>.) is embedded into the submodule 

1m ( MFP (w · >.)) C MFP (>.) (see Theorem 4.4.2). In particular the dif

ferential component ID>MF (w · >.) ----+ ID>Mf (w' ·>.)can be characterized 
p p 

implicitly this way. 
The fifth section is devoted to comparing the complexes ID>.BW (>.) 

p 

and Ki (>.). We begin the section with recalling the construction of 
p 

the complex B.A (>.). Then we consider the specialization of the complex 
.BW ( >.) over iF P and prove the main result of the paper. 

p 

Main Theorem: For a regular dominant integral weight >. the com
plexes ID>B; (>.) and K; (>.) are isomorphic as complexes of u, (g)-

rp Ep p 

modules. 
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§2. Characteristic zero case. 

2.1. Semiregular bimodules over a semisimple Lie algebra. 
Algebraic setting. 

Let G be a semi-simple algebraic group over C. Let T be the Cartan 
group of G and let (I, X, Y) be the corresponding root data, i.e X is the 
set of characters T --+ Gm (i.e. the weight lattice of G) and Y is the 
set of cocharacters Gm --+ T (i.e. the coroot lattice of G). Denote the 
Weyl group (resp. the root system, resp. the positive root system) for 
(I, X, Y) by W (resp. by R, resp. by R+). Let p denote the half-sum of 
the positive roots. We use the notation £( ·) for the usual length function 
on the Weyl group. Let w0 be the longest element in the Weyl group. 

We denote by g = Lie( G) the corresponding semisimple Lie algebra. 
By definition it is graded by the coroot lattice. We make g a graded 
Lie algebra by setting the grading of all the simple coroots ai equal 
to 1. Thus g = EB gm. Denote by n- (resp. n+) the negative (resp. 

mEZ 
the positive) triangular subalgebra, n- = EB gm (resp. n+ = EB gm)· 

m<O m>O 
The standard Cartan subalgebra g0 = g0 is denoted by f). We put 
n;;; = n- n w(n+) and n;t = n+ n w(n-). 

Recall that for any associative algebra A the dual vector space A* := 
Home( A, C) for the right regular A-module becomes a left A-module 
with the A-action given by (a· !)(b)= f(ba). 

Definition 2.1.1. The left graded g-module 

{note that we use the notion of the graded restricted dual for the right 
regular U(n;;;)-module U(n;;;)* = EB (U(n;;;)-m)* }, is called the left 

mEZ 
semiregular g-module with respect to the nilpotent subalgebra n;;;. 

Below we show that the left module Sn;;; carries a natural structure of 
a g EB g-module. In fact the existence of this structure follows implicitly 
from a deep result in [Ar2]. We prefer not to use the result and to 
introduce the structure explicitly. In fact we work in a more general 
setup including in particular the one stated above. 

Let g = EB gm be a graded Lie algebra with a finite dimensional 
mEZ 

negatively graded Lie subalgebra n C g that acts locally ad-nilpotently 
both on g and on U(g). 
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2.1.2. The abelian case. Suppose in addition that n is abelian and 
one dimensional, n = <Ce. Then U(n) = <C[e] and it will be convenient for 
us to identify <C[e]* with the <C[e]-module <C[e, e-1]/<C[e]. In particular 
the left semiregular module is isomorphic to 

In fact below we show that the g-module U(g)(e) = U(g)®qe]<C[e, e-1] 

carries a natural structure of an associative algebra. Indeed, we have 
the following statement. 

Lemma 2.1.3. For any u E U(g) the series 

00 

e-1u = L ( -l)m (ade)m (u)e-1-m 
m=O 

is finite and provides a well defined element of U(g)(e). D 

Corollary 2.1.4. U(g)(e) becomes an associative algebra with the 
natural subalgebra U (g) C U (g) (e). In particular the left semi regular 
module Sn = U(g)(e)/U(g) carries a natural structure of a g EB g-module. 

D 

2.1.5. General case. Let g and n be like in the beginning of this 
subsection. Then there exists a filtration F on n: 

such that each Fin is an ideal in Fi-ln and there exist abelian one 
dimensional subalgebras ni C Fin such that we have Fin= ni EB Fi+ln 
as a vector space. 

Theorem 2.1.6. There exists an inclusion of algebras U(g) '---> 

End9 (Sn) such that the image ofU(g) is a dense subalgebra in End9 (Sn)· 

Remark: The rest of this subsection is devoted to the proof of the above 
Theorem. 

Proof. Suppose g ::J n and n = n+ EB n- as a graded vector space, 
where n- is an ideal inn and n+ is a subalgebra inn. Consider the left 
n-modules 

S~- := U(n)®ucn-)U(n-)* and S~+ := U(n)®u(n+)U(n+)*. 

Then the g-modules Sn- and U(g)®u(n)S~- (resp. the g-modules Sn+ 
and U(g)®u(n)S~+) are naturally isomorphic. 
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The induction functor Ind!!- : n- -mod ----+ n-mod takes U(n-)* 
to s:_ and provides an inclusion of algebras U(n-) c Endn(s:_): 

(a®!)· n- :=a®(!· n-), where n- En-, f E U(n-)*, 

a E U(n), (! · n-)(n') := f(n-n'),n' E U(n-). 

For the future convenience we rewrite this formula as follows: 

(! · n-)(n') = f([n-,n']) + f(n'n) 

= [f,n-](n') + f(n'n-) = [f,n-](n')- (n- · f)(n'), 

(a® f)· n- = a®(n- ·f)- a®[/, n-] =an-®/- a®[/, n-] 

Here [/, n-] denotes the right adjoint action of n- on U(n-)*. 
Note that the above formula defines the right action of U(n-) on 

the semiregular module and we apply the standard antipode n ---+ -n 
on n- to transform it into the left action: 

Note that by the construction, that above action of n- on the semiregular 
module comes from the right regular action of n- on U(n-)* and in 
particular commutes with the structure of the left U(n)-module. Below 
we extend this action of n- to the action of the whole algebra n. 

Consider the following action of n+ on U(n)®U(n-)*: 

n+ ·(a®!) := -an+®/+ a®[n+, /], 

where n+ En+, f E U(n-)*, a E U(n), 

[n+, f](u) := /([u, n+]), u E U(n-). 

Note that [u, n+] belongs to U(n-) since n- is an ideal inn. 

Lemma 2.1. 7. The action of n+ on U(n)®U(n-)* introduced 
above commutes with the left regular action of U(n). Moreover it de
scends to the action of n+ on s:_. Along with the action of n- on s:_ 
it defines the embedding of algebras U(n) C Endn(s:_). 

Proof. The first statement is obvious. To prove the second one, let 
a E U(n), f E U(n-)*, n+ En+, n- En-. Note that [n-,n+] En-. 
Thus we have 

n+ ·(an-®!)= -an-n+®f+an-®[n+,J] 

=-an-n+®/ +a®n-[n+,f] = -an+n-®f- a[n-,n+]®f 

+a®[n-,n+]J + a®[n+,n- /] = n+ · (a®n- f). 
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We leave the proof of the third statement of the Lemma to the reader. 
D 

The following statement is crucial in the proof of the Theorem. 

Lemma 2.1.8. There exists an isomorphism of left n-modules 

U(n)* ~ s~-®u(n+P(n+)*. 

Proof. Let f+ E U(n+)*, f- E U(n-)*. Denote the element 
(l®f-)®f+ E S~-®u(n+)U(n+)* by f-®f+. Then such elements form 
a base of the vector space S~-®u(n+)U(n+)* ~ U(n-)*0U(n+)*. We 
calculate the action ofn on S~-®u(n+)U(n+)* in this base. For n- En
we have 

For n+ E n+ we have 

n+(J-®f+) = (n+®f-)®f+ = (n+ · (I®r))®f+- [n+, f-]®f+ 

= f-®n+ f+- [n+,j-]®f+. 

Now recall that n- is an ideal in n and the actions of the subalgebras n
and n+ on U(n)* ~ U(n-)*®U(n+)* are given by these very formulas. 

D 

We return to the situation of (2.1.6). Note that each module Snk is 
in fact a g-bimodule by Lemma 2.1.7. 

Lemma 2.1.9. The left g-modules 

Sn and Sntop -l®U(g) ... ®u(g)Sno 

are naturally isomorphic to each other. 

Proof. We prove by induction by top -k that the g-modules Spkn 
and Spk+ln®U(g)Snk are naturally isomorphic to each other. Note that 
each time the induction hypothesis provides the g-bimodule structure 
on Spk+ln: 

Thus by the previous Lemma we have 

Spk+ln®U(g)Snk ~ U(g)®u(Fkn)s~:~ln®u(nk)U(nk)* 
~ U(g)®u(FknP(Fkn)* = Spkn· 

The Lemma is proved. D 
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The statement of the Theorem follows immediately from the previ-
ous Lemma. 0 

Let us return to the setting from the beginning of the section so that 
g = Lie( G) for a semisimple group G etc. By the previous construction 
for any w E W we obtain the semiregular g-bimodule Sn;;; integrable 
over n;;; E6 n;;; 

2.2. Semiregular bimodules over a semisimple Lie algebra. 
Local cohomology realization. 

Below we present a geometric description of the modules S - in nw 
terms of local cohomology of the structure sheaf <90 on G with support 
in the nilpotent subgroups Nw such that n;;; = Lie Nw. 

Let us first recall basic facts concerning local cohomology of quasi
coherent sheaves. 

2.2.1. Local cohomology of quasicoherent sheaves. Below we use the 
definition of local cohomology that differs from the original one but is 
equivalent to it. 

Definition 2.2.2. Consider a quasicoherent sheaf 9" on a scheme 
X with a fixed locally closed subscheme V C X. Denote the formal 
scheme obtained by completion of V in X by Vx. In particular we have 
an embedding j : Vx '--+ X. We define local cohomology spaces of 9" 
with support in V as follows: 

Hv(X,:J) := Rr(Vx,j1(9")). 

Here the functor j' ( 9") is by definition the derived functor of the functor 
1{omCJx (c:>vx, 9"). 

In particular denote the projection X ---+ pt by 7r. Then we have 
Hir(X,:J) = H•(R7r.,j 1(9")). 

Remark: Note that the definition is independent of the character
istic of the basic field and can be used in the prime characteristic as 
well. 

2.2.3. Local cohomology of the structure sheaf. Here we collect some 
necessary facts about local cohomology of the structure sheaf to be used 
later. 

Lemma 2.2.4. 

(i) In characteristic zero the algebra of global differential operators 
Dx acts on the spaces Hir(X, c:>x ). 
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{ii) Let V C X be a smooth closed subvariety of a smooth variety 
of codimension d. Then, in any characteristic of the basic field, 
Htd(X,(')x) = 0. 

(iii) Let the basic field have characteristic 0. Then the space 
H'{r (X, (') x) is isomorphic to the global sections of the D-module 
if{ (')v). Here i v denotes the embedding of V into X. 0 

Note in particular that given an action of an algebraic group G on 
X we obtain the map of Lie algebras g :=Lie( G)---+ Vect(X). Thus {in 
characteristic zero case) the Lie algebra g acts on the local cohomology 
spaces HV(X, (')x). 

2.2.5. Local cohomology realization of semiregular bimodules. Let us 
return to the setup of the beginning of the section and consider the g
g-bimodule Sn;;; for an element of the Weyl group w E W. Using the 
above Lemma we obtain a nice geometric description for Sn;;; in terms 
of local cohomology of the structure sheaf on the group G. 

Consider the space of local cohomology of (')a with support in the 
nilpotent subgroup Nw C G. Recall that Lie(Nw) = n;;; = n- n w(n+). 
Note that G acts on itself both by left and right translations and this 
provides two inclusions g---+ Vect(G). 

Lemma 2.2.6. The g-g-bimodules H'iJ::a-L(w)(G, (')a) and Sn;;; 

are naturally isomorphic. The spaces Ht:im a-L(w) ( G, (')a) vanish. 

Proof. It follows from the definition of the functor if""' that the left 
U(g)-module r(if"""'((')N..,)) is isomorphic to . 

Now use the statements Lemma 2.2.4{ii), {iii). It remains to compare 
the right U{g)-module structures on H!:'a-L(w)(G, (')a) and Sn;;;· For 
one dimensional n;;; this follows from a direct calculation of the action 
of Vect{G) on the space H'tJ::a-t(G, (')a). 

Now recall that for an arbitrary n;;;, to define the right U(g)-module 
structure on the semiregular module, we chose a filtration F on n;;;: 

such that each Fin;_;; is an ideal in Fi-ln;_;; and a collection of abelian 
one dimensional subalgebras ni C Fin;_;; such that we have Fin;_;; = ni EB 
Fi+ln;_;; as vector spaces. Let {Fi(Nw)} and {Ni} be the corresponding 
nilpotent subgroups in G. Denote the embedding of Nk into G by ik. 
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Note that the product map {of algebraic varieties) 

N 1 X •.• X N'-(w) - Nw 

is bijective. We have an isomorphism of the Dax ... xa-modules 

·lm !'VI !'VI ·'-(w)m ~{·1 ·l.(w))"' 
~!VNl~ ... ~~! VNl(w)-~ X ... X~ !VNlx ... xNl(w) 

37 

and a natural map of global sections coming from the multiplication in 
the group G: 

r(G X ... X G,i~CJNl ~ ... ~i~(w)C)Nl(w))- r{G,if'"'(CJN,)). 

Evidently, this map is g-g-equivariant. We obtain a g-bimodule map 

that becomes an isomorphism after taking quotient by the diagonal ac
tion of U(g)® ... ®U(g). Finally note that the g-bimodule structure on 
the LHS of the isomorphism 

is exactly the one defined above in purely algebraic terms, on the other 
hand, the g-bimodule structure on the RHS is the geometric one. D 

Remark: In the next section we will prove that the statement of the 
Lemma remains true in the positive characteristic case. Yet the proof in 
that case becomes more complicated and uses deep properties of local 
cohomology. 

2.3. Twisting functors and twisted Verma modules. 

Let us introduce the categories of g-modules we will work with. 
Denote by g -mod the category of ~-integrable g-modules 

M = ffiM>.,dimM>. < oo, 
.\EX 

where M>. denotes the weight space of the weight ,\, i.e. M>. = { m E 
Ml for any hE~: h{m) = ,\{h)m}. 

Let CJ (g) be the full subcategory of g-mod consisting of n +-locally 
finite g-finitely generated modules. 

Below for any w E W we define a functor Bw : g -mod - g -mod 
and a functor ew : CJ(g) - CJ(g). 
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2.3.1. Twisting functors on the category g -mod. The variant of a 
twisting functor easiest to define is as follows. 

Definition 2.3.2. For M E g -mod consider the g-module 

Lemma 2.3.3. The functor Sw is well defined on the category 
g-mod. In other words for M E g-mod the module Sw(M) is ~
diagonizable with finite dimensional X -grading components. 0 

Our goal however is to define a similar functor on the category CJ(g). 
The functor Sw evidently does not preserve the category, more precisely 
it is easy to verify that Sw takes n+-integrable modules to w-1 (n+)
integrable modules. Thus we need to add a twist of the X -grading. 

Recall that the group W equals the quotient of the normalizer of 
T in G by T itself. For any w E W we choose its representative 111 E 
Norm(T) C G. 

Definition 2.3.4. We define the functor of the grading twist Tw : 
g-mod -----4 g-mod by setting Tw(M)>. := Mw(>.) with the g-action given 
by 

g ·m := Adm(g)(m) formE M,g E g. 

The functor 8w : g -mod -----4 g -mod is defined as the composition 
8w =Two Sw. 

Lemma 2.3.5. 

(i) The Junctor 8w is well defined as a Junctor CJ(g) -----4 CJ(g). 
(ii) 8w : CJ(g) -----4 CJ(g) is right exact. 

We extend the functor 8w to the derived category Db(CJ(g)) in the 
usual way. Abusing notation we denote the obtained functor by the 
same letter. 

Proposition 2.3.6. The junctor 8w : Db(CJ(g)) -----4 Db(CJ(g)) is 
an equivalence of the triangulated categories. 

Proof. Essentially one has to construct the quasi-inverse functor 
L 

for Sw®· on suitably chosen derived categories. Consider the functor 
g-mod -----4 g-mod as follows: 

where oT-ss denotes taking the maximal T-semisimple submodule. 
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Lemma 2.3.7. 
(i) The functor (Hom9 (Sw, ·))T-ss is well defined on the category 

g -mod and is left-exact. 
(ii) The functor (Hom9(Sw, ·))T-ss o Tw-1 is well defined as a functor 

C>(g) ~ C>(g). 0 

Denote the right derived functor of (Hom9 (Sw, ·))T-ss o Tw-1 by 

RHom;(sw, ·) : Db(C>(g)) ~ Db(C>(g)). 

Consider also the functor on the category of g-bimodules 

M r--+ (Hom9 (Sw,M))ad9 , 

where (-)ads denotes the maximal ad9-locally finite submodule in(·). 

Lemma 2.3.8. 
(i) The functor (Hom9 (Sw, ·))ad9 is left-exact. 
(ii) We have (Hom9 (Sw, Sw))adg :::::;u(g). 

For any M• E Db(C>(g)) we have a natural map 

~ adL 
T: M~Hom9 (Sw,Sw) 9 ®M 

L L 
~ R• (Hom9 (Sw,Sw)ads) ®M ~ RHom;(sw,Sw®M). 

0 

Lemma 2.3.9. The map T is an isomorphism in the category 
Db(C>(g)). 

• L Proof. First we apply the functor RHom9 (Sw,Sw®·) to a Verma 
module M(A). On the level of vector spaces (not regarding the g-module 
structure) we have 

• L RHom9 (Sw, Sw®M(A)) 

:::::;RHom:w ((U(nw))*, (U(nw))*®U(n- n w(n-))) 

:::::::; (Homc((U(nw))*, U(n- n w(n-))))T-ss :::::;u(n-). 

We leave to the reader to check that the above module is isomorphic to 
M(A) and that T provides this isomorphism. 

It follows that for any g-module M from the category C>(g) the map 
. L 

T provides an isomorphism M:::::;RHom;(Sw, Sw®M). 
Now note that for any finite complex of modules from the category 

C) (g) is quasi-isomorphic to a finite complex of modules finitely filtered by 
Verma modules. This assertion implies the statement of the Lemma. 0 
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Now the statement of the proposition follows from the Lemma since the 
functor Tw-r is quasi-inverse for the functor Tw. D 

2.3.10. Twisted Verma modules. As usual, we define the Verma 
module we with the highest weight A by M(.X) := U(g)®~EJln+C(.X), 
where C(.X) denotes the one dimensional weight module over~· 

Definition 2.3.11. We define the twisted Verma module with the 
twist w E w and the highest weight A by MW(.X) = ew(M(w-1 . .X)). 
Here as usual the dot action of the Weyl group on the weights is given 
by w ·.X:= w(.X + p)- p. 

Recall that the character of a module M from the category CJ(g) is 
defined as the formal expression ch(M) = L;(dimM>.)e>-. In particular 
the character of the Verma module M(.X) 

>. 1 
ch(M(.X)) = e I1 ( -<>). 

aER+ 1- e 

Lemma 2.3.12. The character of a twisted Verma module Mw(.X) 
coincides with the one of the Verma module M(.X). D 

Remark: Still the twisted Verma module Mw(.X) usually differs from the 
Verma module with the same highest weight. For example for G = SL(2) 
the twisted Verma module with the only possible nontrivial twist and 
the highest weight 0 is isomorphic to the contragradient Verma module 
of the highest weight 0. 

2.4. Contragradient quasi-Verma modules in characteris
tic zero. 

Recall that the category CJ(g) is decomposed into the direct sum of 
linkage classes or blocks. We will be interested in the rough decompo
sition CJ(g) = <9 (g)o. Here Z denotes the center of the universal 

OESpecZ 

enveloping algebra of g and the subcategory <9(g) 0 consists of the mod
ules M E <9 (g) such that for any m E M and z E Z there exists an 
integer k such that (z- O(z))k(m) = 0. In particular consider the block 
<9(g) 0 corresponding to the trivial central character. 

It is known that M(.X) belongs to <9(g) 0 if and only if the weight .X 
is of the form .X = w · 0 for some w E W. Let w0 be the longest element 
in the Weyl group. It is known also that M( w0 · 0) is simple. 

More generally, consider a regular dominant integral weight .X and 
the block CJ(g)o containing M(.X). Then it is known that M(JL) belongs 
to <9(g)o if and only if the weight JL is of the form JL = w · .X for some 
wE W. Again it is known that M(w0 ·.X) is simple. 
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Definition 2.4.1. Fix the block CJ(g)9 containing M(.X) with reg
ular integral dominant highest weight .X. Let J.L = ww0 ·.X. Then the 
contragradient quasi-Verma module with the highest weight J.L is defined 
as follows: 

Remark: By the very definition a contragradient quasi-Verma module 
provides a special case of twisted Verma module with a certain choice of 
the highest weight and the twisting element of the Weyl group. More
over, the next statement shows that in characteristic 0 the class of con
tragradient quasi-Verma modules has a complete and nice description. 

Proposition 2.4.2. For any regular dominant integral weight .X 
and any wE W the contragradient quasi-Verma module ][))M(J.L) with the 
highest weight J.L = ww0 · .X is isomorphic to the contragradient Verma 
module ][))M(J.L). 

Proof. First note that there exists a canonical map 1r : ][))M{J.L) -----+ 

][))M{J.L) since ][))M{J.L) has a highest weight vector of the weight J.L. Now 
apply the functor {8w)-1 in the derived category to the modules ][))M{J.L), 
][))M{J.L) and to the map 1r. Evidently by the definition of a contragradient 
quasi-Verma module we have (8w)-1][))M(J.L) = M(w0 ·.X). 

Lemma 2.4.3. The complex {8w)-1 (][))M(J.L)) is concentrated in 
homological degree 0. Moreover the character of {8w)-1 {][))M(J.L)) coin
cides with the one of M(w0 ·.X). 0 

Since the module M(w0 ·.X) is simple, we conclude that the map 
( 8w) -l ( 1r) is an isomorphism in the derived category. Thus it is an 
isomorphism in CJ(g). It follows that 1r is an isomorphism itself. 0 

2.4.4. Bemstein-Gelfand-Gelfand complex. We conclude this sec-
tion with the well-known result. In fact in the next two sections we 
will be dealing with direct characteristic p analogues of it. 

Proposition 2.4.5. Fix a regular dominant integral weight .X. 
Then there exists a complex of g-modules K(;(.X) (called the contragradi
ent Bemstein-Gelfand-Gelfand complex} as follows: 

KC'(.X) = E9 ][))M{w ·.X). 
l(w)=m 

Higher cohomology spaces of the complex vanish and H 0 (K(;(.X)) is iso
morphic to the simple g-module with the highest weight .X. 0 
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§3. Positive characteristic case. 

3.1. Semiregular modules over a semisimple Lie algebra. 
Algebraic setting in positive characteristic. 

From now on we work over the algebraic closure Fp of the finite 
field 1Fp of characteristic p. Again we fix the root data (Y, X, ... ) of 
the finite type (I,·). Consider the algebraic group Gw over the field Fp 

p 

corresponding to the root data. 
Recall that the Kostant integral form of the universal enveloping 

algebra for g is defined as follows. We consider the Z-subalgebra in U(g) 
generated by all divided powers of the standard root generators of g 

k fk 
(elements of the form 1J- and kl) and add certain divided powers of the 
basic elements in the Cartan subalgebra of g. This algebra is called the 
Kostant integral form for U(g) and is denoted by Uz(g). 

Denote by Uw (g) the specialization of the Kostant integral form of 
p 

the universal enveloping algebra for g specialized at lFP. 
Our aim now is to define semiregular modules in the new setting. 

Consider the subalgebra Uw (n;;;) C Uw (g) and its natural bimodule 
p p 

aN -. 
w,Fp 

Definition 3.1.1. The Vw (g)-module 
p 

is called the left semiregular module corresponding to the element w of 
the Weyl group. 

Remark: Evidently the definition simply mimics the one in character
istic zero and it is not clear a priori that the defined object makes sense. 
In particular it is much more difficult in the present setup to define the 
Uw (g)-bimodule structure on Sn- iF . 

p w, p 

3.2. More local cohomology. 

To move further we will need a few general results on local coho
mology. 

Let us mention first that for any variety X over lF P equipped with an 
action of the group Gw and for any locally closed subscheme V C X the 

p 

hyperalgebra Uw (g) acts on the local cohomology spaces HV.(X, Ox). 
p 

This follows from Lemma 2.2.4(ii). 
Suppose we have a smooth surjective morphism of smooth schemes 

p : X ----> Y of relative dimension d. Suppose that the relative canonical 
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bundle is trivial. Let V be a closed subscheme of X projecting isomor
phically toW C Y. Denote the embedding of the formal completion of 
V in X (resp. of W in Y) by J: Vx ---->X (resp. by j : Wy ----> Y). 

Proposition 3.2.1. There exist the canonical maps of local coho
mology spaces 

Hv(X, CJx) ----> H;vd(Y, CJy) 

Proof. Denote by 1r the projection Wy ---->pt. Then by definition 
of local cohomology we have 

Hv(X,CJx) = H•(R7r*Rp*J'CJx) 

==+H•(R1r* Rp*J'p*CJy )==+H•(R 1r* Rp*)'p1CJy[d]) 

==+H•(R1r* Rp*p1j'CJy[d]). 

Here we used that the map p is smooth of relative dimension d. Next 
note that the map p: Vx ----> Wy is pro-finite, thus we can replace p* 
by P! in the above formula. We obtain the following map 

Hv (X, CJ x )==+H• (R 1r * Rp,p1j'CJy [d]) 

----> H•(R1r*j'CJy[d]) = H;vd(Y, CJy). 

Here we used the canonical adjointness map P!P! ----> Id. D 

3.2.2. Definition of the hyperalgebra for g via local cohomology. 
Consider the action of the group GJF on a variety X over iF P such that 

p 

the action map X x GJF ----> X is smooth. Let V C X be a locally 
p 

closed subscheme. Denote by { e} C GJF the unit element. 
p 

Lemma 3.2.3. 

(i) There is a natural map of local cohomology spaces 

Hvx{e}(X x Gwv,CJxxa~)----> H;,-dimG(X,CJx). 

(ii) In particular the multiplication map Gw x GJF ----> GJF makes 
p p p 

into an associative algebra. 
(iii) The canonical map from the first part of the Lemma makes the 

space Hv(X, CJx) a H{dim} G(G-JF , C9a- )-module. 
e P Fp 

Proof. All the assertions of the Lemma follow immediately from 
Proposition 3.2.1. D 
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Definition 3.2.4. The algebra Hf!}'a(a.,p, CJai'p) from the previ

ous Lemma is called the hyperalgebra for g over Fp. 

The following statement is well known. 

Proposition 3.2.5. The algebra Hf!} G ( Gwp, CJep;p) is naturally 
isomorphic to the specialization UF (g) of the Kostant integral form for 

p 

the universal enveloping algebra for g. 0 

Remark: In particular suppose there is a smooth action of the group 
Gw on a variety X. Then the algebra Uw (g) acts on any local coho-

p p 

mology spaces Hy(X, CJx) (for any locally closed subscheme V C X). 

Corollary 3.2.6. (from Proposition 3.2.1 and Proposition 3.2.5} 
Suppose that an affine algebraic group Gw of dimension d acts freely 

p 

on a smooth variety X defined over Fp with the quotient Y = X/GF . 
p 

Suppose al.so that a closed subvariety V C X maps isomorphically onto 
its image W C Y under the projection. Then there exists a canonical 
map 

(Hv(X,CJx))u- (g)-coinv ~H;vd(Y,(')y). 
Fp 

0 

Let V be a smooth subvariety in a smooth variety X. As usual 
denote by TvX the conormal bundle to V. We have an embedding 
V <-+ TV.X via the zero section. 

Proposition 3.2.7. There exists a natural filtration F• on local 
cohomology spaces Hv (X, (') x) with the associated graded spaces 

isomorphic to HV(TV.X, (')Ty.x ). 

Proof. Denote by vln) the n-th infinitesimal neighborhood of V 
in X. Let j(n) : vln) <-+ X. Then we have a natural filtration F• of 

H•(Rr(Vx,j1CJx)) by H•(Rr(vln),j(n)!(')x)). 

Lemma 3.2.8. The spaces grr (Hv(X, CJx)) are isomorphic to 
HV(TV.X, (')Ty.x) with the second grading given by the action of the mul
tiplicative group of iF P. 0 

0 
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3.3. Semiregular modules over the hyperalgebra for a 
semisimple Lie group in characteristic p. Local co
homology realization. 

Here at last we introduce the Uw (g)-bimodule structure on Sn- iF . 
p Wl p 

Note that by Lemma 2.2.4(ii) the algebra of differential operators 
with divided powers on Gw acts on H'N _ (Gw , Cla- ). On the other 

P w,Fp p Fp 

hand the group Gw acts on itself both by left and right translations and 
p 

this provides two embeddings of Uw (g) into the algebra of differential 
p 

operators with divided powers on Gw . Like in the complex case our aim 
p 

is to identify the Uw (g)-bimodules Sn- iF and H'N _ (Gw , Cla- ). 
p w,p w,Fp p Fp 

Consider the map J-L : Gw x N w iF ---> Gw provided by the mul-
v ' p p 

tiplication. One can view this map as taking quotient of the variety 
Gw x N w iF by the free diagonal action of the group N w iF . 

p ' p ' p 

Lemma 3.3.1. There is a canonical map of the left Vw (g)-
p 

modules 

U ( ) ,o.. "' HdimG-dimNw(G '" ) m: iF g ""U- (n-)VN - ---> N - iF 'vail · p Fp w w,Fp w,Fp p p 

Proof. First note that 

::::::::::; (HdimG (G- X N - ,Cla- xN - )) . 
{e}xNw F IFP w,IFp l'p w,l'p U ( -) · 

' P iFp nw -COlllV 

Now consider the map J-L: Gw x N iF ---> Gw and use Corollary 3.2.6. 
p w, p p 

The obtained morphism is the one of Uw (g)-modules because the map 
p 

1-L is equivariant with respect to the action of Gw by left translations. 
p 

0 

Proposition 3.3.2. The canonical map from the previous Lemma 
is an isomorphism of the left Vw (g)-modules. 

p 

Proof. Let us identify the normal bundle to { e} x N w iF in Gw x 
, p p 

Nw iF (resp. the normal bundle to Nw iF in Gw ) with giF x n- -IF (resp. 
' p ' p p p w, p 

with giF ) . By the previous Lemma we have the map of the filtered 
p 
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objects 

( HdimG (G- X N - , ~G- xN - )) 
{e}xNw ji' Jli"p w,Jli"p Fp w.Fp U ( -) . 

I p Fp nw -COlnV 

Now use Proposition 3.2. 7 and consider the morphism of associated 
graded objects 

Lemma 3.3.3. The morphism grF• m is an isomorphism of vee-
~.~ 0 

0 

We have proved the following statement. 

Theorem 3.3.4. For any wE W the semiregular UlF (g)-module 
p 

is isomorphic to H'Jjm_G-dim Nw ( GlF , ~G- ) and is equipped with the nat-
-w,Fp p Fp 

ural ulF (g)-bimodule structure. 0 
p 

Just like in the characteristic 0 case, we use the semiregular bimod
ules to construct certain functors on the category of UF (g)-modules. 

p 

3.4. Twisting functors and twisted Verma modules in pos
itive characteristic. 

Below we work in the category of UF (g)-modules integrable over 
p 

the Cartan subgroup Tw . We denote this category by UiF (g) -mod. 
p p 

Definition 3.4.1. For M E UiF (g) -mod consider the UiF (g)-
p p 

module 
Sw iF (M) := Sw iF' ®u- (ft)M· 

' P ' P Fp .v 

Lemma 3.4.2. The functor S -F is well defined on the category w, p 

UiF (g) -mod. In other words it takes T., -integrable u., (g)-modules to 
p ll'p JJ:p 

Tr -integrable Uw (g)-modules. 0 
p p 

Again we have to add a certain grading twist to this functor. 
Namely, as before, for w E W consider a lift of the element of the 
Weyl group to an element tt:J E GiF . 

p 
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Definition 3.4.3. We define the functor of the grading twist Tw : 
Uw (g) -mod-----? Uw (g) -mod: Tw(m) = M as a vector space but 

p p 

u·m:=Adm(u)·mforuEVw (g), mEM. 
p 

The functor 8 w iF is defined as the composition: 8 w iF := T w "iF o Sw "iF . 
, p ' p , p , p 

Remark: We do not know any suitable analogue of the category (') in 
characteristic p such that the functor ew .F would extend to its derived 

' p 
category and provide an autoequivalence ·of the triangulated category. 
We doubt the very possibility of a statement of this nature since the 
picture in characteristic p becomes more complicated. This will be dis
cussed below. 

Consider the Verma module M"iF (.X) := Uw (g)®u- c~ffin+)Fp(.X) p p 1ll'p ., 

with the highest weight A. 

Lemma 3.4.4. Like in the characteristic zero case, the character 
of the module 8 -IF (M-IF (w-1 ·.X)) coincides with the one of M-IF (.X). D w, p p p 

Definition 3.4.5. We call the module ew iF (Mw (w-1 · .X)) the 
' p p 

twisted Verma module with the twist w E W and the highest weight A 
and denote it by M; (.X). Let A be a regular dominant integral weight. 

p 

We call the module ew 'F (Mw (wo ·.X)) the contragradient quasi- Verma 
' p p 

module with the highest weight J-L = ww0 · A and denote it by JD)MF (J-L). 
p 

3.5. Quasi-Verma modules in characteristic p and the Gro
thendieck-Cousin complex of ( G I B)w • 

p 

Below we explain how contragradient quasi-Verma modules appear 
naturally in the geometry of the Flag variety in characteristic p. 

Consider the Flag variety 13F := Gw I B'F . Here Bw = B-IF+ denotes 
p p p p p 

the standard positive Borel subgroup in Gw . Let us recall the facts 
p 

concerning Bruhat decomposition of 13w . 
p 

Lemma 3.5.1. 
(i) The orbits of Bw on 13w are enumerated by the elements of the 

p p 

Weyl group: 

13F = u Cw'F, 
p ' p 

wEW 

where the orbit Cw iF = Bw lt'IB'F I Bw . 
' p p p p 

(ii) The orbit Cw iF is isomorphic to the Fp-affine space of the di-
' p 

mension equal to dim13w - l(w) = #(R+)- l(w). D 
p 
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The ~ -orbits on the Flag variety are called the Schubert cells. 
p 

3.5.2. Global Grothendieck-Cousin complexes on ~iF . Recall that 
p 

the contragradient Weyl module with the regular integral dominant 
weight .X is defined by 

where ( * )int denotes the maximal GiF -integrable submodule. 
p 

Consider the standard equivariant liner bundle £, (.X) on ~iF . The 
p 

following statement is known as the Borel-Weyl-Bott theorem in positive 
characteristic and is due to Kempf. 

Proposition 3.5.3. Higher cohomology groups of £,(.X) vanish 
and 

Recall the following statement due to Kempf. 

Theorem 3.5.4. 

(i) There exists a complex of UiF (g)-modules K.; (.X) with 
p ""P 

Kj(.X) = ffi He -(~iF ,£,(.X)). 
p ~ wwo,Fp p 

t(w)=m 

0 

(ii) Higher cohomology spaces 
H0 (K.; (.X))= JD)WiF (.X). 

of the complex vanish and 
0 

""P p 

Our aim is to give the algebraic interpretation of the local cohomol
ogy spaces Hgw~ (~F ,£,(.>.)) in terms of contragradient quasi-Verma 

w,Fp P 

modules in characteristic p. 

3.5.5. Local cohomology construction of contragradient quasi- Verma 
modules. Recall that in characteristic 0 case all contragradient quasi
Verma modules appeared to be quasiisomorphic to ordinary contragradi
ent Verma modules with appropriate highest weights. Below we present 
an analog of this statement in characteristic p. 

Theorem 3.5.6. Fix the regular dominant integral weight .X. 
Then the UiF (g)-modules JD)M(w ·.X) and Hgw> _ (~F , f.,( .X)) are nat-

p wwo,Fp P 

urally isomorphic. 
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Proof. For the sake of simplicity we prove the Theorem only for 
the weight >.. = 0 (and thus £,(>..) = CJ11- ). The proof in the general 

l'p 

case does not differ much from the one presented below. We start with 
reformulating the statement of the Theorem. 

Consider the action of the group Nw iF on ~iF and the locally closed 
, p p 

subset N w iF · { e}. Here { e} C ~iF denotes the unique zero dimensional 
, p p 

Schubert cell. 

Lemma 3.5. 7. The Uw (g)-modules 
p 

are naturally isomorphic. 

Proof. To prove the Lemma note only that the natural action of 
the element ww0 of the Weyl group on ~-IF takes N -IF • { e} to the 

p w, p 

Schubert cell C -IF . 0 w, p 

Now consider the map p : Gw x ~iF --+ ~iF provided by the action 
p p p 

of Gw on the Flag variety. On the other hand p can be considered as 
p 

taking quotient of Gw x ~iF by the free diagonal action of Gw . 
p p p 

Lemma 3.5.8. There exists a natural map of the left Uw (g)-
v 

modules 

codimN F ·{e} 
--+ HN - ·{ w}, p (~-IF 'CJ:B- ). 

w,Fp e P !Fp 

Here the coinvariants in the LHS are taken along the action of Uw (g) 
p 

on 
H codimNw (G fO "' ) 

N - x{e} iF X DjF 'VGF X:Br 
w,Fp P P P P 

provided by the diagonal action of Gw on Gw x ~iF . 
p p p 

Proof. The map in question is constructed using Corollary 3.2.6. 
The obtained morphism respects the Uw (g)-module structures on the 

p 

LHS and RHS since the map p is Gw -equivariant. 0 
p 

Remark: Note that we have 

H codimNw (G ro '" ) N- x{} iF X .vw ,va- x:B-w,Fv e p p Fp Fp 

d" N dim:BF = He; ~m w ( Gw , CJa-JF )&JH{e} v (~iF , CJ:B_ ) 
w,Fp P p p Fp 
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by the Kunneth formula. 
The following statement is well-known. 

Lemma 3.5.9. There exist natural isomorphisms of the left 
Uw (g)-modules 

p 

0 

Thus Lemma 3.5.8 compared with Theorem 3.3.4 provides a natural 
Uw (g)-module morphism 

p 

Proposition 3.5.10. The map m is an isomorphism of the 
Uw (g)-modules. 

p 

Proof. First it is known that ch(H~w~ (13w , CJ13F )) is equal to the 
w,IFp P p 

character of the Verma module Mw (w · 0). Next it is easy to verify 
p 

that the U-JF (g)-module T -JF (S -JF ®u- (g)M-JF (w0 · 0)) has the same 
p wwo, p w, p !Fp p 

character. 
The rest of the proof is left to the reader. 0 

Proposition 3.5.10 completes the proof of the Theorem. 
0 

Corollary 3.5.11. For a regular dominant integral weight ), the 
contragradient quasi- Verma module ][J)MiF (>.) is isomorphic to the con-

p 

tragradient Verma module ][J)MiF (>.). 0 
p 

§4. Algebraic construction of the differentials in the Grothen
dieck-Cousin complex in positive characteristic. 

4.1. Preliminary discussion and an example. 

Our aim is to construct the complex Kw ( >.) with 
p 

K;' (>.) = m H'C _ (13w , £,(>.)). 
p Q]' wwo,IFp P 

t(w)=m 
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by purely algebraic methods. So far we have partly achieved this: we 
have proved that 

KW,(>.) = E9 IDlMwp(w ·.X). 
l!(w)=m 

Below we show how to express the components of the differentials 

in purely algebraic terms. 
4.1.1. Example: SL(2). The picture is particularly easy for G = 

SL(2). Let A be a regular dominant integral weight. By definition we 
have the canonical embedding 

i : IDlWiF (.X) ---t IDlMiF (.X). 
p p 

Lemma 4.1.2. The cokernel of the map i is isomorphic to the 
Verma module Mw (-A - 2p). 

p 

Proof. This follows from the existence of the Grothendieck-Cousin 
complex for 13iF in this case and from the identifications 

p 

Hg _ (13iF , .C(.X)) = IDlM(.X) = IDlMw (.X) 
s,Fp P P 

and H{1e}(13iF ,.c(.X)) = IDlMw (s ·.X)= Mw (-.\- 2p). p p p 

0 

Remark: No doubt the map Hg•.Fv (13iFv' .C(.X)) ---t H{e}(13iFv' .c(.X)) is 

just the coboundary map in the Grothendieck-Cousin complex of local 
cohomology in the SL(2) case. However we prefer to use both the geo
metric and the algebraic language here. In particular the above Lemma 
can be thought of as an algebraic construction of the map 

4.1.3. Recall that the Weyl group W is the Coxeter group with the 
set of generators {sili E J}. Every element w E W has the shortest 
expression via the generators of the form 

It is known that the component of the differential IDlMiF ( w1 · A) ---t 
p 

IDlMw ( w2 ·.X) is nontrivial if and only if£( w 2 ) = £( wl) + 1 and w 2 follows 
p 
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w1 in the Bruhat order on the Weyl group, i.e. there exists k ~ l( w2 ) 

such that 

Here Si1 ••• sik ••• Sit<,. 1 > denotes the expression for w2 via the generators 
with the factor Sik missing. 

We start investigating components of the differentials in the complex 
Ki (>.) with the simplest case. 

p 

4.2. Components of the differential c4 : ID>Mw (siwo · >.) ---+ 
p 

ID>MF (wo · >.). 
p 

Below we provide an algebraic description of the components di 
of the differential in the Grothendieck-Cousin complex on 13F starting 

p 

from the differential d51(2) from the example above. 
Denote by Pi (resp. by Pi iF ) the standard i-th parabolic subalgebra 

' p 

with the unique negative root (resp. the corresponding subgroup in Gw 
p 

with Lie(Pi iF ) =Pi)· 
' p 

Remark: We formulate the next statement for the weight 0. However a 
similar assertion remains true for any regular dominant integral weight 
>.. We restrict ourselves to the case of the the zero weight just to simplify 
notations in the proof. 

Theorem 4.2.1. 

(i) There exists a commutative square ofUw (g)-modules as follows: 
p 

t d, 

ID>Mw (w0 • 0). 
p 

(ii) The horizontal arrows in the square are isomorphisms. 
(iii) The vertical arrows in the square are surjective. 

Proof. We prove the Theorem providing an explicit description of 
the commutative square in terms of local cohomology. 

Note that in the SL(2) case 13F = IP-F1 . Consider the diagonal action 
p p 

of the group Pi iF on Gw x IP~ . Here Pi F acts on the first factor of 
' p p J['p ' p 

the product via the right translations. It acts on the second factor via 
the projection on its Levi factor Li,iFp = SL(2, iFp)· 
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Proposition 4.2.2. We have Gw x P~ /PiF :::::::;~F . 0 
p .ll."p ' p p 

Consider the local cohomology spaces 

H dimG+l(G nl "' ) d HdimG {G nl "' ) 
{e}xpt F X cw • va- xP! an {e}xA! F X JrF • va- xlP'! · 

P P ll'p Fp --,P P P Fp Fp 

Lemma 4.2.3. 
{i) We have the isomorphism of the 

UiF (g)-modules (H'f!}x~i1 {Gwp X Pj , C>cq xJP'_rl )) 
P P P P Uv (p;) -coinv 

p 

and Uwp (g)®uvp(p;)ID>M;~C2)( -2p). 

{ii) We have the isomorphism of the Uw (g)-modules 
p 

(H{!}x~ ( GiFp X Pj , C>a, xPj )) 
p p p p u,p (p;) -coinv 

and 

U ( ) ][))M.s!(2)( ) 
Fp g ®uil'p (p;) Fp 0 . 0 

Consider now the projection m: G .. x JP!. ---+ ~F- . 
~p 1Fp p 

Lemma 4.2.4. There exist natural maps of UiFp (g)-modules 

(1') HdimG+l(G nl "' ) Hdim 2l (m "' )· 
{e}xpt F X a-if> • va- xP! ---+ {e} DW • V2lil' • 

P ~P Fp Fp P P 

(1·1·) Hdim a (G n1 "' ) Hdim 23-1 (m "' ) 
{ } xA.! F X a-F 'va- xll'! ---+ c - DjF 'V2lw . e .,.P p P lli'p lll'p si .nrp P p 

Proof. Both statements of the lemma follow from Corollary 3.2.6. 
0 

Lemma 4.2.5. The maps from the above Lemma provide the iso
morphisms: 

0 

Now all the four maps in the square in question are constructed, 
it remains to check that the square commutes. This follows from 
the functoriality of Grothendieck-Cousin complex (via the inclusion 
P -F1 :::::::;c s. iF C ~F ) . The surjectivity of the vertical arrows follows 

p ... , p p 

from the one in the S£{2) case and from the exactness of the induction 
functor. 0 
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4.3. The case of a simple reflection. 

Next we investigate the components in the differential of Kw (>.) in 
p 

the situation as follows. Suppose we have a pair of elements of the Weyl 
group w,w' E W such that f(w') = f(w) + 1 and w' = wsi for some 
i E J. Consider the map JI])M(w · >.)--+ JI])M(w' · >.). Again for the sake 
of simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case of the zero weight >.. 

Theorem 4.3.1. 

(i) There exists a commutative square ofU"F (g)-modules as follows: 
p 

8 "F (u"F (g)®u- (p ·)JI])M_JFsl(2) (o)) 
w, p p Fp t p 

(ii) The horizontal arrows in the square are isomorphisms. 
(iii) The vertical arrows in the square are surjective. 

Proof. We prove the Theorem providing an explicit description of 
the commutative square in terms of local cohomology. The proof goes 
along the lines of the one of Theorem 4.2.1. 

Consider the action of the group N w iF on 13iF and in particular the 
, p p 

orbit of the one dimensional Schubert cell C 8 w F under the action. 
t o, p 

Lemma 4.3.2. When twisted by the action of w E W the set 
Nw -JF • Cs·w -JF coincides with the Schubert cell C s·w -JF • 0 

' p 1. o, p w 1. o, p 

Again, like in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1, consider the diagonal 
action of the group Pi F on GiF x 1P'-JF1 . Consider the local cohomology 

' p p p 
spaces 

H codim N w (G ]p>l '" ) d Hdim G (G IP'l '" ) 
N - xpt F X iF 'va- xlP.! an N - xA.! F X iF 'va- xlP.! · 

w,Fp P p Fp Fp w,Fp ~lFp P p Fp Fp 
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Lemma 4.3.3. We have 

T -
w,lFp ((HdimG-dimNw+l(G- X ]p'.!. C) 1 )) ) 

N iii xpt IFp IF ' Gil xll'ii 
w, p p p p uiF (p;) -coinv 

p 

~ ( ( ) -sl(2) ( )) . --t8w iF UiF g 0u- (p)IDlM-IF -2p , 
' P P Fp t. P 

((HdimG-dimNw(G- x ]p'.!. C) 1 )) ) 
N - xi\.! IFP IF ' Gii xll'ii 

w,Fp Fp P P P UFp (Pi) -coinv 

~ ( ( ) -sl(2)( )) --t8w iF UiF g 0u- (p·)IDlM-IF 0 . 
' P P Fp .,. P 

0 

Consider now the projection m : GiF x lP'-IF1 ---> 13iF . 
p p p 

Lemma 4.3.4. There exist natural maps ofUiF (g)-modules 
p 

lP'~ '<9a- xll'! ) 
P Fp Fp 

Proof. Both statements of the lemma follow from Corollary 3.2.6. 
0 

Lemma 4.3.5. The maps from the above Lemma provide the iso
morphisms between the modules 

( HdimG-dimNw+l(G- X ]p'.!. C) 1 )) 
N F Xpt IFp IF ' GF xli'F 

w, P P P P Uw (p;) -coinv 
p 

0 
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Now applying the functor T -JF to the isomorphisms from the above w, p 

Lemma we obtain isomorphisms as follows: 

8 -JF (u-JF (g)®u- (h·)lDlM-JF.sr(2l(o)) ::::::::;lDlMiF (w'wo · 0), 
w, p p .IF'p t''& p p 

8 iF (uiF (g)®u- (h·)lDlM-JF.sr(2)( -2p)) ::::::::;lDlMiF (wwo · 0). 
w, p p Fp "'" p p 

It remains to check that the square in question commutes. We use the 
same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 4.2.1 D 

For any w E W consider the minimal length decomposition via simple 
reflections 

W = Si1 • • • Sil(w), i1, · · · it(w) E J. 

We have the sequence of the elements of the Weyl group 

Vo := W, V1 = Si1 ••• Sit(w)-l, ... Vk = Si1 ••• Sit(w)-k, ... , V£(w) =e. 

The following statement is a consequence of the immediate generaliza
tion of Theorem 4.3.1 to the case of an arbitrary regular dominant inte
gral weight ..\. 

Corollary 4.3.6. We have the chains of the surjective maps as 
follows 

Pe = ds; 1 : lDlMiF (..\) --> lDlMiF (si1 • ..\); •• • 
p p 

Pvk = dvk o ... ods;1 : lDlMiFP(..\)--> lDlMiFP(si1 • ..\)--> ... --> lDlM(vk · ..\); 

... ; Pvo = dw o ... 0 ds; 1 : lDlMiFP (..\)--> ... --> lDlMiFP (w · ..\). 

Proof. Note that any two neighboring elements Vk and Vk-l differ 
by right multiplication by a simple reflection and their lengths differ by 
1. Now apply Theorem 4.3.1 (iii). D 

4.4. The case of a general component of the differential 
on Kw (..\). 

p 

Below we fix a reduced expression w0 = Si1 ••• Sit(woJ of the longest 
element in the Weyl group via the simple reflections. It is known that 
this provides reduced expressions for all the elements of the Weyl group. 

Lemma 4.4.1. Consider the complex contragradient dual for 
K-JF• (..\). For any w E W the maps iw = p* ( ) from Lemma 4.3.6 

P vow 
provide the embeddings 

M- (w · ..\)----+ M- (..\) (= M- (..\)) lFp lFp lFp 

that do not depend on the chosen reduced expression of w0 . 
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Proof. The statement of the Lemma follows from the general com-
binatorics of the Weyl group. 0 

Our aim now is to characterize the components of the differential 
llllMr (w·A) ~ llllMr (w' ·A), where i(w') = i(w)+l and w' follows win 

p p 

the Bruhat order on the Weyl group. However we prefer to characterize 
the contragradient dual maps 

Theorem 4.4.2. 
{i) For any pair of elements w, w' of the Weyl group such that w' 

follows w in the Bruhat order the submodule iw' ( MiF ( w' · A)) C 
p 

Mji (A) is embedded into the submodule iw(Mji (w·A)) C Mr (A). 
p p p 

{ii) If in addition f(w') = f(w) + 1 then the above embedding is 
provided by the component of the differential Mt (w' · A) ~ 

p 

MF (w ·A) in the complex 1DlK-F• {A). 
p p 

Proof. We begin the proof of the Theorem with generalizing the 
complex IDlK~ (A). In fact the corresponding statement is contained in 

p 

section 12 of [K]. 
Recall that the Flag variety G / B as well as the Schubert cells are 

defined over .Z. Denote the corresponding objects by 13z and {Cw,zlw E 
W}. The standard line bundles £, (A) are also defined over .Z. 

The following statement is due to Kempf. 

Proposition 4.4.3. 
(i) There exists a complex of free .Z-modules Kz(A) with 

Kf'(A) = E9 Hcwwo,z{13z, £,{A)). 
£(w)=m 

{ii) Higher cohomology groups of the complex vanish and 
H 0 (Kz(A)) = H 0 (13z, I.,( A)). 

{iii) For any finite field 1Fp we have Kz(A)®zFp = Kj (A). 0 
p 

Remark: The complex from the above Proposition is called the global 
Grothendieck-Cousin complex for £,{A) on 13z. 

Note also that Kz{A)®zC equals the contragradient Bernstein
Gelfand-Gelfand complex for the regular dominant integral weight A. 

We prefer to work with the contragradient dual complex llllKz{A). 
The duality makes sense since Kz(A) consists of Z-free modules graded 
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by the torus action so that the grading components are of finite rank 
over Z. 

For a given element of the Weyl group w (and the fixed reduced 
expression of w via simple reflections w = Si1 ... Sit(w)) we have the 
chain of maps 

J[)Hgw) (13z,L(A))---+ J[)Hgw) (13z,L(A)) 
wwo,Z WB"'£(w) wo,Z 

... ---+ J[)Hgw) (13z,L(A)) 
w 0 ,z 

given by the components of the differentials in ][)Kz(A). 

Lemma 4.4.4. All the arrows in the chain are embeddings. 

Proof. The corresponding statements over all the fields iFP are 
proved above. It follows that the assertion of the Lemma holds since 
the property 

{not to be an embedding} 

is a closed one. 0 

Corollary 4.4.5. The Z-modules Im (][)H~~20 ,z(13z,.G(A))) C 

J[)H0£(w) (13z,.C(A)) do not depend on the choice of the reduced expression 
wo,Z 

for w0 . 

Proof. This also follows from the corresponding statement for the 
finite fields. 0 

Let us now sum up what we have got already. We have a number of 

families over SpecZ of submodules in ][)H~~},z (13z, .C(A)) that is viewed 
as a quasicoherent sheaf over SpecZ. Each family is enumerated by an 
element of the Weyl group. We know also that over the generic point of 
SpecZ the fiber of the family enumerated by w' is a submodule in the 
fiber of the family enumerated by w if and only if w' follows w in the 
Bruhat order. This is a well-known property of the Bernstein-Gelfand
Gelfand resolution. But the property 

{to be a submodule} 

is a closed property in a flat family. Thus we obtain the statement as 
follows. 

Proposition 4.4.6. For any finite field IFP we have and a pair of 
elements w, w' of the Weyl group such that w' follows w in the Bruhat 
order we have 

Im(Mw (w' ·A))~ Im(Mw (w. A)) 
p p 
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as submodules of Mw (.X). 
p 

0 

This essentially finishes the proof of the first part of the Theorem. We 
leave the proof of the second part to the reader. 0 

Remark: Note that the second part of the above Theorem provides in 
particular an implicit characterization of the components of the differ
ential in the complex Ki (.X): 

p 

lDlMw (w ·.X)----+ lDlMw (w' ·.X) for R(w') = R(w) + 1. 
p p 

Namely these components can be deduced from the structure of the 
lattice of UiF (g)-submodules of M(.X). This lattice of submodules is 

p 

obtained using the properties of the special cases of the differential (see 
Theorem 4.2.1 and Theorem 4.3.1). 

§5. Comparing the quasi-BGG complex with Ki (.X). 
p 

We begin this section with recalling the quantum group setting and 
presenting briefly the construction of the quasi-BGG complex from [ Ar8]. 

Fix a Carlan datum (I,·) of the finite type and a simply connected 
root datum (Y, X, ... ) of the type (I,·). Below we denote the Drinfeld
Jimbo quantum group defined over the field IQ( v) of rational functions 
in v (resp. the Lusztig version of the quantum group defined over A = 
Z[v, v- 1]) that correspond to the root data by U (resp. by UA)· 

Thus, U is a IQ( v )-algebra generated by the elements 
{Ei, Fi, Ki±l hEr and UA is the A-subalgebra in U generated by all 
quantum divided powers of the root generators Ei and Fi. 

Fix the natural triangular decompositions of the algebra U A as fol
lows: UA = U_A®U~ ®U1, where the positive (resp. negative) sub
algebras are generated by the quantum divided powers of the positive 
(resp. negative) root generators in the corresponding algebra. We call 
the subalgebra U1®U~ the positive quantum Borel subalgebra in UA 
and denote it by B1. The negative Borel subalgebra B.A is defined in a 
similar way. 

5.1. Twisted quantum parabolic subalgebras in UA. 

Recall that Lusztig has constructed an action of the braid group 
ll3 corresponding to the Cart an data (I, ·) by automorphisms of the 
quantum group UA well defined with respect to the X-gradings (see 
[L1], Theorem 3.2). Fix a reduced expression of the maximal length 
element w0 E W via the simple reflection elements: 
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It has been mentioned already in the previous section that this reduced 
expression provides reduced expressions for all the elements w E W: 
W = Sif ... Sii(w), ik E I. 

Consider the standard generators {Tihei in the braid group !B. Lift
ing the reduced expressions for the elements w from W into !B we obtain 
the set of elements in the braid group of the form Tw := Ti'l ... Tii(w). 

In particular we obtain the set of twisted Borel subalgebras w(B~) = 

Tw(B~) c UA. Note that wo(B~) = BJi: = U_A®U~. 
Fix a subset J C I and consider the quantum parabolic subalgebra 

p J,A c UA. By definition this subalgebra in UA is generated over u~ 
by the elements Ei, i E I, Fj, j E J, and by their quantum divided 
powers. The previous construction provides the set of twisted quantum 
parabolic subalgebras w(P J,A) := Tw(P J,A) of the type J with the twists 
wEW. 

Note that the triangular decomposition of the algebra UA provides 
the ones for the algebras w(B~) and w(P J,A): 

w(B~) = (w(B~))-®U~®(w(B~))+ 

and w(P J,A) = (w(P J,A))-®U~®(w(P J,A))+, 

where (w(B!)t = w(B!) n U_A, (w(P J,A))+ = w(P J,A) n UJi: etc. 
Fix a dominant integral weight .A E X. Consider the module over 

the quantum group U A given by 

Here (*)fin (resp. (*)tin) denotes the maximal finite dimensional submod
ule (resp. quotient module) in(*). The module ][))WA (.A) (resp. WA (.A)) 
is called the contragradient Weyl module (resp. the Weyl module) over 
UA with the highest weight .A. 

5.2. Semiinfinite induction and coinduction. 
From now on we will use freely the technique of associative algebra 

semiinfinite homology and cohomology for a graded associative algebra 
A with two subalgebras B, N C A equipped with a triangular decom
position A = B®N on the level of graded vector spaces. We will not 
recall the construction of these functors referring the reader to [Arl] and 
[Ar2]. 

Let us mention only that these functors are bifunctors D(A-mod) x 
D(AU -mod) - D(Vect) where the associative algebra AU is defined as 
follows. 
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Consider the semiregular A-module Slj := A® N N*. It is proved in 
[Ar2] that under very weak conditions on the algebra A the module Slj is 
isomorphic to the A-module (Slj)' := HomB(A, B). Thus EndA(Slj) ::J 
Nopp and EndA(Slj) ::J Bopp as subalgebras. The algebra An is defined 
as the subalgebra in EndA(Slj) generated by Bopp and N°PP. It is 
proved in [Ar2] that the algebra An has a triangular decomposition An= 
N°PPQ9B0 PP on the level of graded vector spaces. Yet for an arbitrary 
algebra A the algebras An and Aopp do not coincide. 

However the following statement shows that in the case of quantum 
groups that correspond to the root data (Y, X, ... ) of the finite type 
(I,·) the equality of Aopp and An holds. 

Proposition 5.2.1 (see Proposition 3.3.1 from [Ar8]). We have 

(i) u~ - uopp u~ - uopp . 
- ' A- A ' 

(ii) w(B+)~ = w(B+)opp' w(B1)~ = w(B1)opp' w(P J,A)~ = 
w(P J,A)DPP. 0 

Definition 5.2.2. Let M• be a convex complex of w(B1)-
modules. By definition set 

S I duA (M.) IT' w(Bj;")(su:! M.) d - n ( +) := .~.or"" +D u , an w BA 2 A 

S C . duA (M•) ·- E tT+o (SuA M•) 
- Olll w(B:Jl) .- X w(Bj;") UA' . 

Lemma 5.2.3 (see [Ar4]). 
w~:Jl) uj;" _ . 

(i) TorT+k (SuA,·)- 0 fork -1 0, 

(1.1.) E tT+k (Su_;;: ) - 0 1 k --1- O· 
X w(Bj;") UA '. - JOr I ' 

(iii) S-Indu(A +)(·) and S-Coindu(A +)(·) define exact functors 
w BA w BA 

w(B!)-mod ---t UA -mod. 

Similar statements hold for the algebras w(P J,A ). 

0 

5.2.4. quasi- Verma modules over U A. We define the quasi- Verma 
module over the algebra U A with the highest weight w · >. by 

M.A(w. >.) := S-Ind~CB!l(A(>.)). 

The contragradient quasi- Verma module liJJM_A'(w · >.) is defined by 

liJJM_A(w. >.) := 8-Coind~Cs:!l(A(>.)). 
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Remark: Note that the definition of a contragradient quasi-Verma mod
ule over VA looks different from the one of the similar object over 
VF (g). We will have to overcome this inconvenience later. 

p 

We list the main properties of quasi-Verma modules. 

Proposition 5.2.5 (see [Ar4]). 

(i) Fix a dominant integml weight A E X. Suppose that~ E C* is not 
a root of unity. Then the Ve-module Mt'(w·A) := MJL(w·A)®AC 
{resp. Jl)Mt'(w·A) := ll)MJL(w·A)®AC) is isomorphic to the usual 
Verma module Me(w·A) {resp. to the usual contmgmdient Verma 
module Jl)Me(w ·A)). 

(ii) For any A EX we have 

ew·>. 
ch(MJL(w ·A))= ch(ll)MJL'(w ·A))= TI ( _ -<>)' 

aER+ 1 e 

D 

Thus for a dominant weight A one can consider MJL ( w · A) as a 
flat family of modules over the quantum group for various values of the 
quantizing parameter with the fiber at the generic point equal to the 
Verma module Mt;(w ·A). 

5.2.6. Quasi-EGG complex in the case of VA (s£(2)). In [Ar8] this 
case was investigated throughly and the following statement was proved. 

Lemma 5.2. 7. For every positive integer J.t there exists an exact 
complex of VA (s£2)-modules 

D 

We call the complex M.A. (s · J.t) -------+ M,A (J.t) the quasi-BGG complex 
for the weight J.t and denote it by BA (J.t). 

5.3. Construction of the quasi-BGG complex for general 
VA. 

Here we extend the previous considerations to the case of the quan
tum group VA for arbitrary root data (Y, X, ... ) of the finite type (I,·). 
Fix a dominant weight J.t E X. 

First we construct an inclusion MJL' ( w' · J.t) <---t MJL ( w · J.t) for a pair 
of elements w', w E W such that l( w') = l( w) + 1 and w' follows w in 
the Bruhat order on the Weyl group. In fact we can do it explicitly only 
for w' and w differing by a simple reflection: w' = wsi, i E J. 
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Consider the twisted quantum parabolic subalgebra w(Pi,A ). Then 
w(Pi,A) ::J w(B1) and w(Pi,A) ::J wsi(B1). Consider also the Levi quo
tient algebra w(Pi,A) ~ w(Li,A)· The algebra w(Li,A) is isomorphic 
to VA (.sh)®u~ (.612) u~. 

By Lemma 5.2.7 we have a natural inclusion of w(Li,A)-modules 

S-lndw(L;,A} A(J.t) '---+ S-Indw(L~A) A(J.t). 
ws;(Li,A) · w(Li,A) 

Lemma 5.3.1. 

(i) S-Ind~~!>(·)= S-lnd~(P,,A) oS~Ind:~:1)>(-). 
(ii) S-InduA·(B+)(·) = S-Ind~(AP· ) o S-lndw(P(,B··1)(-). 

WB" A 1o 1Jl WS" A 

( ... ) S I duA (A( )) S lndUA Resw(L, A) S-1 dw(L, A) ( ) 
1ll - n w(B_t) J.t = - w(P;,A) 0 w(P;.,A) 0 n W(LtA) J.t . 

(iv) S-lnd~:.(B!) (A(J.t)) 

S-lndUA oResw(L;,A) oS-Indw(L;,A) (J.t). 0 
w(P;,A) w(P;,A) ws;(LtA) 

Corollary 5.3.2. For w' = wsi > w in the Bruhat order we have 
a natural inclusion of U A -modules i'::_s,,w : M)f 8 ' ( WSi · J.t) <---+ M.A ( w · 
J.t). 0 

Recall that if v acts on C by ~ that is not a root of unity then the 
Ue-module M'{(w · J.t) := M,A(w · J.t)®AC is isomorphic to the usual 

Verma module Me(w · J.t). Thus the morphism i('w coincides with the 
standard inclusion of Verma modules constructed by J. Bernstein, I.M. 
Gelfand and S.l. Gelfand in [BGG] that becomes a component of the 
differential in the BGG resolution. In other words we see that the flat 
family of inclusions it''w : M:S'(wsi · J.t) '---+ M'{(w · J.t) defined for 
~ E C* \ {roots of unity} can be extended naturally over the whole 
SpecA. 

Iterating the inclusion maps we obtain a flat family of submodules 
ie'(M'{(w · J.t)) C M[(J.t) for~ E SpecA, wE W, providing an extension 
of the standard lattice of Verma submodules in Me(J.t) defined a priori 
for~ E C* \{roots of unity}. 

Lemma 5.3.3. For a pair of elements w', w E W such that 
.e(w') = .e(w) + 1 and w' follows w in the Bruhat order we have 

i'.A' (M,A' (w' · J.t)) '---+ i:A (M.A(w · J.t)). 

0 

Now using the standard combinatorics of the classical BGG resolu
tion we obtain the following statement. 
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Theorem 5.3.4 (see Theorem 3.6.2 in [Ar8]). There exists a 
complex of VA -modules Bfl. (J.L) with 

M]f(w · J.L) 
wEW,l(w)=k 

and with differentials provided by direct sums of the inclusions i-::;_' ,w. 0 

Definition 5.3.5. We call the complex Bfl. (J.L) the quasi-EGG 
complex for the regular dominant integral weight J.L E X. 

5.4. Main theorem. 

Like in [L1] consider the specialization of VA in characteristic p. 
Namely let A~ be the quotient of A by the ideal generated by the p-th 
cyclotomic polynomial. Then A~/ ( v- 1) is isomorphic to the finite field 

1Fp. Thus the algebraic closure iFP becomes a A-algebra. We set ViF := 
p 

VA ®AiFp. It is known that the quotient of the algebra viF by the central 
p 

elements {Ki- 1}iEJ is isomorphic to ViF (g) := Vz(g)®Fp, where, 
p 

as before, Vz(g) denotes the Kostant integral form for the universal 
enveloping algebra of g. 

Lemma 5.4.1. The 

Bfl. (A)®AFp =: Bi (A). 
p 

algebra viF (g) 
p 

acts on the complex 

Proof. First one checks that for a regular dominant integral weight 
A the module M.A (A)®AiFp is isomorphic to MiF (A) and thus the algebra 

p 

ViF (g) acts on it. Next note that all the modules M]f(w · A)®AiFp can 
p 

be vi~wed as submodules in M.A (A)®AiFp, thus they are acted by ViFp (g) 

as well. Finally the components of the differentials in Bfl. (A)®AiFp are 
just the inclusions M:;::' (w'·A)®AiFp ~ M]f(w· A)®AiFp for w, w' E W, 
such that f(w') = f(w) + 1 and w' follows win the Bruhat order. 0 

Now we are ready to formulate the main result of the whole paper. 

Theorem 5.4.2. For a regular dominant integral weight A the 
complexes IIJJB-IF• (A) and K-IF• (A) are isomorphic as complexes ofViF (g)-

v p p 

modules. 

Proof. Formally note that both complexes look as follows. As a 
viF (g)-module each of them is a direct some of certain viF (g)-modules 

p p 

enumerated by the Weyl group, and the characters of the corresponding 
modules in the direct sums coincide. 

The following statement is the key one in the proof of the Theorem. 
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Proposition 5.4.3. The specialization of the quasi- Verma module 
M_A(w · >.) into iFP is isomorphic to the Vw (g)-quasi- Verma module 
- p 

Mw (w · >.). 
p 

Proof. Again we use the technique of semiinfinite cohomol
ogy with few comments and with references to [Ar2]. Note that 
the algebra Uw (g) possesses a triangular decomposition Uw (g) = 

p p 

Uw (n-)0Uw (b)0Uw (n+) on the level of Fp-vector spaces. This de-
v p p 

composition comes as the specialization of the one of U A into the field 
iFp· 

Lemma 5.4.4. We have 

(i) The semiregular modules 

We have the isomorphism of algebras Vw (g)~::::::::;uiF (g). 
p p 

(ii) 
(iii) For any A-free module M we have an isomorphisms of the 

Uw (g)-modules 
p 

u - Uw (g) -
S-IndwCB:;\:) (M)0A1Fp::::::::; S-Induw: (w(b+)) (M0A1Fp) and 

S-Coind~(a:;\:) (M)0Afp::::::::; S-Coind~:: ~~(b+)) (M0AFp)· 

D 

- UF' (g) -
Thus we are to compare lDlMwv (w ·>.)and S-CoinduF'v (w(b+)/IFp(.A)). 

p 

Let us spell out the definition of the last module in down-to-earth terms. 

. uiFv(g) -
Lemma 5.4.5. The Vwv (g)-module S-ComduiF (w(b+)/IFp(.A)) is 

,P 

isomorphic to Uw (w(b+))-invariants in 
p 

D 

Here (·)* denotes the restricted dual module for (·). 

Proposition 5.4.6. There exists a natural map of Vw (g)-
p 

modules 
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Proof. Below we cheat a little forgetting about Tw iF in the defini-
' p 

tion of ll)M(w · >.). Note that we have a canonical identification 

Homuii'p (g) (Sw,Fp ®uii'p (g)MiFP ( Wo · >.), S-Coind~:: ~~(b+)) (iFp(>.)))::::::; 

u, (g) -
Homu111 (g)(Mw (wo · >.),Homu- (g)(SwiF ,S-Coindu-p(w(b+))(lFp(>.)))). 

p p Fp ' P Fp 

The latter space is isomorphic to 

Homu- (g)(MiF (wo · >.), 
Fp P 

Homuii'p (n;;;) ((UiFP (n;;J)*, S-Coind~;:~~(b+)) (Fp(>.)))). 

Now we use the following statement. 

Lemma 5.4.7. There exists a natural Uw (g)-module map 
p 

MFp(wo · >.)---+ Homuii'p(n;;;) ((uwp(n;;;))*,S-Coind~::~~(b+))(Fp(>.))). 
D 

Thus we obtain a canonical element 

This way we obtain the required map a. D 

Proposition 5.4.8. 
modules. 

The map a is an isomorphism of u, (g)-
P 

D 

Now the statement of Proposition 5.4.3 follows from Lemma 5.4.4, 
Lemma 5.4.5, Proposition 5.4.6 and Proposition 5.4.8. D 

It remains to compare the differentials in the complexes ll)Bi (>.) 
p 

and Kj (>.). To do this note that the components of the differentials in 
p 

the complexes Bj (>.)and ]f)Kj (>.)are obtained by the same algorithm. 
p p 

Namely we have two lattices of submodules in MF (>.). Both lattices are 
p 

enumerated by the Weyl group and the inclusions of submodules in the 
lattices agree with the Bruhat order on W. In both cases for w, w' E W, 
such that £( w') = l( w) + 1 and w' follows w in the Bruhat order, we 
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obtain the component of the differential in the corresponding complex 
by taking the inclusion map in the corresponding lattice. 

Now the statement below follows form Theorem 4.4.2 and from 
the construction of the quasi-BGG complex from the beginning of the 
present section. 

Lemma 5.4.9. The lattices of submodules 

in Mw (.X) coincide. 
p 

0 

0 The Lemma completes the proof of Theorem 5.4.2. 
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